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Cartography as Art
If you have ever seen Robert Hoddle’s 1837 survey of the town of Melbourne, you instantly recognise
the genius of Murray Walker’s tapestry, Melbourne. The huge tapestry hanging in the foyer of Bourke
Place captures the grid plan for Melbourne as drawn up by the Surveyor Hoddle. The tapestry also
includes the original topographic features of Batman Hill, the natural alignment of the Yarra River and the
surrounding tea tree scrub as drawn by Hoddle on the map. The tapestry details include the ink spills that
you can also see on the original. If you love maps, you will be delighted to see this work.
The original Hoddle map is held by the Public Records Office of Victoria, however, you see a digital copy
in the One Place, Many Stories website overlaid over a present day map or satellite image.
The tapestry really highlights how cartography can be represented in art and that many of the early survey
plans, were art in their own right.

You can see
the tapestry
in the foyer of
600 Bourke St,
Melbourne.
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From the President
President’s Report to the 2014 Annual General Meeting
I am very pleased to report that the Institution has continued to be active and profitable over the last year. We have
supported our membership, promoted the profession and invested wisely in the development of the younger and
prospective membership alike. Your Committee and Executive Officer have committed to growth and improvement
and delivered outstanding results.
Achievements of note are:

•
•
•

•
•

Support for surveying missionary work in Cubulco, Guatemala
Sponsorship of two delegates to FIG, Malaysia
Spectacular success of the Launceston Regional Seminar
m

Resulting memberships from our colleagues in Tasmania

m

Establishment of a Tasmanian Regional Group

m

Solid relationship with Tasmanian Professional Leadership

Consolidation of excellent relationships with ISNSW and establishment of same with NZIS
Foundation for an ISV, ISNSW and NZIS alignment. Early days, but consideration of a possible Consulting Surveyors Australia
type representation of Institutions

•
•

Consolidation of excellent cooperative liaisons with the Land Surveying Commission of the SSSI
Proactive involvement with the University of Melbourne to assist with the continued delivery of cadastral content and
maintenance of SRBV accreditation

•
•

Renewal of Committee partly achieved. Identification of problems with succession to be resolved
High quality of membership functions – Surveying Expo, Surveying Industry Awards Gala Dinner, Conference,
Seminars and co-badged functions

•
•

•

High quality feedback from and interaction with Sustaining Members
ISV support of Surveying Task Force.
m

Funding of research for the Raising the Profile of Surveying Project

m

Multiple Career Events statewide

Ongoing successful engagement with:
m

m

RMIT University
n

Professional Practice Class presentation

n

Final Year Students Major Project Presentations

RMIT TAFE
n

Industry Advisory Committee

m

University Student Groups

m

SRBV – Professional Training Agreement support initiatives

•
•
•

Ongoing interaction with State Government through various policy/legislative submissions
Strong Regional Group activity
Solid membership growth

Of the above I am most pleased with the various sponsorship of worthy endeavors and establishment of strong and productive relationships
with our Tasmanian colleagues. The drift of Melbourne University from the cadastral disciplines is among my greatest concerns. I trust that
the Institution will be able to play a significant part in the intervention of the drift and protect existing and prospective surveying students
against the devaluing of cadastral studies.
Thank you to the Committee for their continued excellence and support.
Thank you to our Executive Officer for his wise council and professional support of the President.
Glenn Collins
LS MISVic
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Letter to the Editor…

Black Saturday, when asked by affected land owners to provide
advice on how to reinstate their boundary fencing.

Something old, something new and
something (not so) completely different

While diverging slightly from this context of simply replacing one
fence with another, it would appear that two articles entitled ’Getting
it Right the First Time‘ were prepared in 1993. The first addressed the
methodology for distributing excesses and/or shortages (identified
in Mr Bourne’s letter as Appendix 1), while the second in May 1993
addressed the correct use and recording of Crown descriptions. It
would seem that the intent of the document regarding the distribution
of excesses and shortages, with particular reference to the consent of
adjoining owners, was directed at processes to be followed by Land
Registry when approving ‘applications’ (formally or informally through
the subdivision process) where the boundary or boundaries of the
subject parcels were Crown boundaries and the adoption of fencing
adversely affected the adjoining owner. That is, where the adoption
of fences etc. left significant deficiencies with the occupation of the
adjoining parcel or parcels.

It was with some confusion that I read the recent letter to the
Editor, ’Blazeaid and its Interaction with Land Registration‘,
by former Titles Office Surveyor and Chief Draughtsman, Mr
Kevin Bourne. On reflection, it is a good time to revisit how
the Surveying Act 2004 came into being and how law makers
must continue to appraise the content of legislation so that
it adequately reflects the needs of the public for whom it
is written. Kevin’s letter is also a timely reminder of some
of the more fundamental aspects of the role of licensed
surveyors, the Surveyor-General and the Registrar of Titles,
particularly given the pending renewal of the Surveying
(Cadastral Surveys) Regulations 2005 and amendments to
the Transfer of Land Act 1958.
Prior to 2004, the Surveyors-General carried out their functions in
accordance with the role as it was in the days of early settlement,
only modified over time as government policy and the practices and
procedures relating to Crown land management changed. There was
no ‘certainty’ for the position and other jurisdictions either eliminated
it within government or placed non-licensed surveyors in the role.
Acts relating to Crown land and standards for cadastral surveying did
not specifically refer to or legislate the role of the Surveyor-General.
Licensed surveyors in Victoria lobbied the government to retain the
position and enshrine its roles in legislation. The essence of that
lobbying lies in Part 6 of the Surveying Act 2004, which ensures there
will be a licensed Surveyor-General and formalises his/her functions
and powers.
As outlined by ACSV Executive Advisor Gerry Shone in ‘The Consulting
Surveyor’ May 2014 issue, Section 42(1)(e) ‘simply’ enshrines with
the Surveyor-General the authority for determining the location of
a Crown boundary. This is largely true and irrespective of when the
land was alienated; but, obviously the ultimate authority rests with
the courts.
Considering the context of Crown boundaries and Mr Bourne’s
observation that Blazeaid volunteers ‘simply’ erected new fences
along the lines of the old fences recently destroyed by the Black
Saturday bush fires: this is not only a practical method but a
solution that most surveyors would recommend when replacing old
occupation – be it in recognition of the provision of the Property Law
Act 1958 or otherwise. It was also the same approach advocated
by the Surveyor-General when instructing those surveyors who
volunteered their services for the Bushfires Surveying Taskforce after

In these circumstances, when applying the provisions of s.271 of
the Property Law Act 1958, the Registrar requires written consent
from adjoining owners, or a written declaration from someone
with knowledge of the occupation and uncontested possession
for over 15 years, and that the occupation has ’for a period of 15
consecutive years been accepted as agreeing in position with the
original (Crown) boundary line‘. Where significant deficiencies do not
exist within the occupation of parcels adjoining the land subject to
application’ the advice provided by the licensed surveyor is regarded
as being sufficient and the Registrar does not seek additional advice
from the relevant registered proprietors or knowledgeable person.
These practices at Land Victoria have not been altered since, or by
the implementation of the Surveying Act 2004, or more specifically
s.42(1)(e) of that Act.
Although the number of licensed surveyors and examining drafting
officers in Land Registration Services has reduced from earlier days,
their functions remain as before: they continue to examine and
register most surveys where Crown boundaries are involved. When
complex Crown boundary matters are received by Land Registration
Services, they are referred to the Surveyor-General for his consent.
Also as before, the Surveyor-General is directly called upon by licensed
surveyors to provide consent to the adoption of Crown boundaries
and Government road alignments. Irrespective of the route taken to
approve the re-established positions of Crown boundaries in support
of a survey’s registration at Land Victoria, it is dealt with in accordance
with the direction and authority of the relevant legislation and the
tried and true principles contained therein.
An example that demonstrates the maintenance of practices that
have been in place prior to the commencement of the Surveying Act
2004 is provided by an Office of Surveyor-General Victoria (OSGV)

The Committee and members of The Institution of Surveyors Victoria
acknowledge and thank our sustaining members for 2014

GOLD

GENERAL
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PO (Consent) file from the late 1980s. In June this year, the SurveyorGeneral was asked to provide information from that PO file and it
was found to contain correspondence between the Surveyor-General
and the Surveyor and Chief Draughtsman regarding the appropriate
re-establishment of Crown boundaries.
Returning to ‘tried and true’ principles, it showed that nothing had
changed from a mapping context, neither throwing doubt on the
surveyor’s role nor the application of legislation. What has changed,
however, are the uses that people other than surveyors and the
Registrar now have for a cadastral map base – uses that prove the
need for enhancement of the spatial accuracy of the parcel and
property layers of Victoria’s current cadastral map base. These needs
are perhaps best illustrated by the Intergovernmental Committee
of Surveying and Mapping’s recently released draft paper Cadastre
2034 as driven by ANZLIC’s directions for the Australian and New
Zealand Foundation Spatial Data Framework. It shows that it is no
longer sufficient to provide and maintain land parcel information in
the form of a Parish Plan, Parcels Index or Chart that simply displays
plan, surveys and allotment numbers.
While it was once improbable to imagine mobile phones, it was
perhaps even more improbable that the public would have tools,
such as their phones, to accurately position them on the earth’s
surface in real time. The aspect of the internet and the immediate
availability of a yet to be determined array of digital information and
applications was similarly not contemplated, and yet it is happening.
It is true that within our monuments based cadastral system there
will never be a ‘perfect jigsaw’; strips and slivers of land and/or
mathematical/survey inconsistencies will always exist. It is also true, or
necessary to realise, that a map base with enhanced spatial accuracy
is not intended or expected to be perfect, but simply a model or
representation of the existing property and parcel components of
the real world cadastre. It will be difficult to link all manner of rights,
restrictions and responsibilities applicable to land parcels within a
digital framework, and it will be more difficult to enable the data
to be retrieved immediately. Yet, advancements in technology
have delivered functionality that was once unimaginable. Why can’t
this aspiration be applied to a map base and the availability of
property information?
Acknowledging that service authorities who manage assets such
as pipes and cables may not require centimetre accuracy (noting
that Melbourne Water has required as-built data for newly installed
services to be located and coordinated to centimetre accuracy for
almost two decades), the spatial accuracy of Victoria’s current map
base has been found to be inadequate in the modern era. A recent
OSGV questionnaire of Victoria’s geodetic network users indicated
that the state’s network of ground marks is an important piece of
infrastructure on which not only its geodetic framework relies but
also its cadastral system. The value of marks in the ground as an
infrastructure is undeniable and to have mechanisms in place to
protect such marks from destruction would indeed be valuable.
However, due to current legislative requirements, monumentation
by surveyors in the process of performing their cadastral surveys is
particularly effective in supporting the integrity of the cadastre. There
is little evidence to suggest that cadastral re-establishment in Victoria
is unduly disadvantaged by the occasional loss of primary marks from
within the geodetic framework.

intentions of the State’s current map base, VicMap. This is not to
say, and nor is it the purpose, that the very fabric of our cadastral
system as being based on monuments should not be retained and
enhanced, but that the benefits of, and need for, a spatially enhanced
representation of that Cadastre that will stand the test of time needs
to be recognised.
In accepting that surveyors, their clients and the Registrar of Titles will
also benefit from a spatially enhanced map base, it would be wrong
to suggest that the enhancement of the spatial accuracy of the map
base is being contemplated to ‘drive the land registration system’.
The rapidly developing suite of digital tools and the increased capability
of computer systems is driving change within the community in
which cadastral surveyors and the land registration system play a
pivotal role. The benefits to a range of users in reducing duplication
of effort, simplifying the passage of information and supporting
the interoperability of multiple data sets will be significant. Without
the development and availability of a digital representation of the
cadastre that has a high degree of spatial accuracy, the benefits will
be greatly diminished. The Registrar, Surveyor-General and licensed
surveyors hold the fundamental skills and information required to
facilitate this development and need to be at the forefront of building
this infrastructure. For us to choose not to do so, would be akin to
‘sticking our heads in the sand’ and deprive the public of a muchneeded upgrading of infrastructure.
The public of Victoria needs the leadership and involvement of
suitably skilled professionals with understanding and ownership of
the principles of boundary re-establishment, and land registration, to
bring the paper world of land parcelation and its associated rights and
responsibilities into the digital age.
The cadastral surveyor is indeed entitled to feel justified in using
the long established practices of re-establishing Crown boundaries
and the Surveying Act 2004 has done nothing to diminish this
justification. While there are undoubtedly changes that could be
made to the Surveying Act 2004 that would enhance its application,
to contemplate that the Act should be repealed would indeed be
‘throwing the baby out with the bath water’.
David Boyle
Deputy Surveyor-General

WANTED!
Articles of surveying and general interest.
Photographs and images of surveying and
general interest Historical images, photographs
of your survey equipment collection etc.
Please forward articles and images to,
or contact, the ISV office

It seems that the availability and maintenance of a cadastral map
base with spatial accuracy improved to anticipated levels is of
equal community importance as a network of ground marks. This
is infrastructure for which an increasing number of users and uses
are being found that extend well beyond surveyors and the original
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Surveyors Registraon Board of Victoria
Monthly Newsleer
Issue No. 9: September 2014

Projects, Examinaons and Assessments
The Board congratulates the following candidates on passing their projects and
thanks their respecve supervising surveyors for their support and encouragement .

John E. Tulloch LS
Chair

Rural Cadastral Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Samuel Brewin

Richard Simpson LS (Carson Simpson)

Christopher Powell

Geoﬀrey Turner LS (Bosco Jonson)

The Board convened on Monday,
15 September 2014 for Meeng
#107.

Urban Cadastral Project
Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Michael Allsopp

Kevin Barge LS (Charter Keck Cramer)

Aendees:
Mr David Boyle LS
Ms Rachael Musgrave-Evans LS
Mr Peter Sullivan LS
Dr Mohsen Kalantari
Mr Mark Robins QC
Dr Linda Turner

Professional Training Agreements
The Board approved the following Professional Training Agreements (PTAs):

Ms Anita Davids
(Execuve Oﬃcer)

Candidate

Supervising Surveyor (Employer)

Jack Grant

Frank Culliver LS (SMC Land Surveyors)

Paul Bracher

Tomas Champion LS (Reeds Consulng)

Michelle Frew

David Rendle LS (TGM Group)

Apologies :
Mr John Tulloch LS
Ms Penelope Forrest

Calendar
8-9 October 2014

Professional Pracce Interviews

13 October 2014

Board Meeng

17 November 2014

Board Meeng & Conferral Ceremony

Note:
The Board elected Mr Boyle to
chair Meeng #107 due to the
absence of Mr Tulloch.
… follows on page 8
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Professional Training Agreement Workshop Evaluaon
The Board held an interacve workshop and presentaon for candidates in Professional
Training Agreements (PTAs) on Monday, 1 September 2014 at the Country Comfort Hotel,
Ballarat. This workshop was the second of two workshops scheduled for 2014.
Candidates were given an opportunity to have a one-on-one discussion with Board Moderators on their Rural and Urban Cadastral Projects. There was also an opportunity for
candidates and their supervising surveyors to aend presentaons on the Cadastral Law
Project and Professional Assessment Project (PAP), aendance at the laer now a mandatory PTA requirement (for further details, please refer to secon 4 of the current Guidelines for Examinaons and Projects available on www.surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au).
Based on the posive feedback received from aendees, the Board is pleased to report
that the workshop was a success . Candidates were sasﬁed that their individual quesons and enquiries were sasfactorily addressed, the majority indicang that they would
aend another workshop in the future and recommend the workshop to other candidates
and supervising surveyors.
With regard to the PAP presentaon, candidates acquired a greater understanding of the
PAP criteria and an appreciaon for the Board’s decision to examine the PAP orally as part
of the Professional Pracce Examinaon.

Contact Us
Surveyors Registraon Board of Victoria
Level 17, 570 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
T (03) 8636 2555
F (03) 8636 2589
E info@surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au

www.surveyorsboard.vic.gov.au
2
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SCANNING IS SIMPLE, SO WHY OUTSOURCE?
With this special offer from Position Partners, you can now complete
full scans with ultimate precision using FARO scanning technology and
Autodesk Recap PRO - ideal for every application, with no outsourcing
to a third party required!
See for yourself for only $2,400 + GST with our ‘Yes You Scan’ package!
• One week hire of a FARO scanner
• One month of Autodesk Recap PRO
• Software & hardware training

$2,400 off
FARO scanner
purchase

20% off
Infrastructure
Design Suite*

Visit the website to register your interest
or call your local team!
Campbellfield: 9930 7111 Dandenong: 9708 9900
www.positionpartners.com.au/yesyouscan
*If purchased within 30 days of trial period. Premium and Ultimate versions only
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About JDRF
Our mission is to find a cure for type 1
diabetes and its complications through
the support of research.

Our history
We are the worldwide leader in funding research to
cure, treat, and prevent type 1 diabetes, an
autoimmune disease that strikes children and adults
and lasts a lifetime. We have been involved in every
major breakthrough in the field of type 1 diabetes
research for the past four decades.
JDRF was established in 1970, and coordinates global
research strategically at a local level. There are 122,300
Australians with type 1 diabetes1, with six new cases
diagnosed every day2. Type 1 diabetes is the fastest
growing chronic disease amongst Australian children3.
Our local focus, informed by our global strategy,
ensures that we can provide the best research results
for the type 1 diabetes community in Australia.

Our community
JDRF was created, and is still led, by people with a
personal connection to type 1 diabetes. We continue to
be driven by passionate, grassroots volunteers
connected to children, adolescents and adults with type
1 diabetes.
JDRF provides practical support and resources for
people with type 1 diabetes and their families. We can
help people connect to the right information about type
1 diabetes, including research news and community
issues.

JDRF’s work is critical to the advancement of
research and finding a cure for diabetes.
The Hon Mark Dreyfus QC MP
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Our collaborators
JDRF’s influence and leadership extends beyond
funding research. We strategically partner with
industry, governments, foundations, academia,
and clinicians to ensure that JDRF and its partners
are aligned and working toward a common goal
of curing, treating, and preventing T1D.
In addition to our research funding and
leadership, JDRF’s advocacy efforts help support
a variety of issues that are critical to JDRF
achieving its research objectives. Our focus
includes increased government funding for T1D
research and a regulatory environment that
allows people with T1D to benefit from potential
new therapies and devices as quickly and safely
as possible.

A cure would mean my daughter – and
everyone with type 1 diabetes – could
live the life she is supposed to, carefree
like every other toddler, without a worry
in the world. That’s the way it should be.
Rachel, mum of a daughter with type 1

Our results
All of our activities are driven by the needs of
people with type 1 diabetes. Whether it’s
providing funding for a late-stage clinical trial,
lobbying the government for faster approval of
new devices, or partnering with a company on
research that might not otherwise receive
funding, every decision JDRF makes is driven by
our commitment to transforming the lives of
people with type 1 diabetes, and delivering a
cure, as soon as possible.
1

Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2008.
Diabetes; Australian facts 2008. Diabetes series no. 8.
Cat. No. CVD 40. Canberra: AIHW.
2
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Incidence
of insulin-treated diabetes in Australia 2000–2009,
http://www.aihw.gov.au/diabetes/incidence/
3
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, Selected
chronic diseases among Australia’s children, AIHW
Bulletin # 29 August 2005
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ISV welcomes the following:
New Members:
Thomas Millar
Tony Phillips
Advanced from Graduate Member to Member:
Zoe Kitchen
Brad Sanders
Advanced from Student Member to Graduate Member:
Adele Thomson
Chris Franks
Chris graduated (B.Surv) in 1989 from the
University of Tasmania and commenced work
as a graduate with Tomkinson Group in that
year. After paying his dues in the field, Chris
gradually assumed a management role and
currently looks after the surveying business
in Bendigo and forms part of the governance
group for the company.
When not working, Chris enjoys bushwalking, family life, reading and
strategic war gaming.
Chris is currently completing Surveyors Registration Board projects
with the intent of becoming Registered as a Licensed Surveyor
in 2014.

Paul Plunkett
Paul completed his Bachelor of Applied
Science (Surv) at the Tasmanian College of
Advanced Education in 1975 and became a
registered land surveyor in 1979.
Paul worked with the Lands Department in
NW Tasmania from 1976 until 1987. Lae in
Papua New Guinea was Paul’s home for the
next 18 months where he was employed as
a technical instructor at the University of Technology. On returning to
Tasmania Paul had 3 years with the Department of Main Roads.
Since then Paul has worked for various private surveying companies
and for the last 9 years he has been employed by the Devonport
based firm Michell Hodgetts and Associates, running a sub office in
his home town of Wynyard.
Mick Rose
Mick is a registered land surveyor and
principal of a Launceston based surveying
practice he established in 1996. Mick
graduated from UTAS with a bachelor of
surveying in 1980.

For any new client signups before
November 20, we’re giving you 25% off
every single drafting job until the end of
2104 (incl. amendments)

Mick has been a member of ISA/SSI/SSSI
since 1981 initially joining ISA (Q’land
division) as a student member. Mick is on the
SSSI Tas regional committee and is Tasmania’s regional representative
on the National Land Survey Commission. Mick is a member of the
Institution of Surveyors Tasmania and serves on the IST council and is
also a member of Consulting Surveyors National (CSN).
Mick has delivered presentations at two conferences this year on
“Elevating the public perception of the professional land surveyor” – a
subject he is passionate about.
Mick is married to Marianne and they have two daughters.
Dave Tompkins
Dave graduated in 2002 from the Durban
Institute of Technology, South Africa, with a
National Diploma in Surveying, after which
he started work as a senior surveyor at
London Heathrow Airport.
Since then he has also worked in New
Zealand, Queensland and now Tasmania in
a range of private sector surveying roles.
Dave achieved registration as a Land Surveyor in Tasmania in 2013
and has specialised in industrial metrology which currently sees him
undertaking projects throughout Australia, New Zealand and Indonesia.
Dave opened Survey & Alignment Services in April 2014 of which he
is the sole owner.
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CALENDAR 2014

Curly’s Conundrum No.33

OCTOBER
Wednesday 1 Seminar / Annual General Meeting
		
ISV Committee Meeting
Thursday
2 Gippsland Group Seminar
Sunday
5 Clocks forward one hour
Monday
6 School Term 4 commences
Friday
24 RMIT Major Project Presentations
Friday
31 Murray Group Seminar & AGM

A farmer had two square paddocks totalling 5.525
hectares. Each side of one of the paddocks was
40m longer than the sides of the other paddock.
What are the dimensions
and areas of both paddocks?

NOVEMBER
Tuesday
4
Wednesday 5
Tuesday
11

Melbourne Cup Day
ISV Committee Meeting
North Central Group Seminar & AGM

DECEMBER
Thursday
4 Seminar & General Meeting
		 & Christmas Networking Event
		
ISV Committee Meeting
Friday
19 School Term 4 ends
Thursday
25 Christmas Day
Friday
26 Boxing Day

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.32
SYNOGRAM
1. Tablet Battle
2. Trace Crate
3. Table Bleat
4. Squeal Equals

5. Relics Slicer
6. Rapped Dapper
7. Rashers Sharers
8. Robe Bore

Perhaps this was too hard last issue?

Only a surveyor…

What is this?

It seemed simple enough when
his wife left a note for him to help
prepare dinner that evening:
“Shepherd’s Pie needs to be
taken out of the fridge and placed
in the oven at 140 degrees.”

Share your knowledge
and win a bottle of red!
Send your answer by email to ISV
before 30 November
– a winner will be selected at
random from correct entries.

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles,
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches,
Covenant Beneficiaries
Suite 812, Level 8,
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne
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Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND & TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS

Peter Speakman & Co.
Lawyers
Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Tel: 9822 8611
Fax: 9822 0518
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
President Elect
Immediate Past President

-

Glenn Collins
Alan Timcke
Matthew Heemskerk
Tim Dole
tba
Rob Steel

Committee

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES
& UPCOMING EVENTS 2014 & 2015
October 30 - November 1
NZIS Conference “Beyond the Boundaries”
New Plymouth, New Zealand
www.nzisconference.org.nz
November 11
North Central Group Seminar
Big Hill Winery, Bendigo
December 4
ISV Seminar and Christmas Networking Event
Bayview on the Park, Queens Road, Melbourne
December 5
Tasmania Regional Group Seminar
Hotel Grand Chancellor, Launceston, Tasmania
(ISV Seminar and Christmas Networking Event)

2015
April 17 -19
ISV Regional Conference
Wangaratta Performing Arts Centre, Wangaratta

Michael Allsopp, Tom Champion, Clint Joseph, Scott Jukes,
Paul Kenny, David Stringer, Brendon Windsor

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
Representatives

GARY SAYS:
“If Webster wrote the first dictionary, where did he find the words?”

Rachael Musgrave-Evans & Peter Sullivan

ACSV Representative
David McLennan

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

FOR SALE

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Alex Chernov, AC, QC
Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Suite 207, 13-21 Bedford Street, North Melbourne Vic 3051
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

SHARP
MX2301N
PHOTOCOPIER
$1500
Approximately 4 years old and has been on a service agreement with Sharp
since new and is in perfect working order.

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect of
spatial science are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.
Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in
respect of the opinion of any contributor.
Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors,
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216

A service was completed on 22 August 2014 before being disconnected.
The print count is approx. 257,000 black and white and approx. 196,000 colour.
This machine comes with:
• 2 Magenta toner cartridges • 1 Black toner cartridge
• 1 Cyan toner cartridge • 1 Yellow toner cartridge • 1 Waste toner box kit

Please call Damien on 9794 9438

Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au
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Solutions to capture and manage your world

We’re used to playing the long game
and we want to be there for you in the
long run too – from finding the solution to
the installation, support, service and repair.

UPG, est. 1888, fourth generation
family business and Trimble
authorised distribution partner
for Eastern and Central Australia.
www.upgsolutions.com

Brisbane • Rockhampton • Townsville • Sydney • Wollongong • Melbourne • Hobart • Adelaide • Darwin • PNG

